
THE ADVENTURES OF
PETE THE PEEL

AN RNG STORY



Recently in Landfillville...

SODA

CITY NEWS



I’m confused!



SODA

CITY NEWS

Why wasn't I recycled?
I had big dreams of

becoming a sparkling
water bottle!

We should have been
recycled. I would very

much like to be a national
newspaper myself.



HEY PETE, I THINK
I HEAR SOMEONE

COMING!



We look forward to
adding a renewable
natural gas facility

to Landfillville!

CITY NEWS



LOKALE NYHEDER

SODAVAND 

I'm going to take these
to recycling on

my way out.



What happens to us now?



Allow me to explain how
renewable natural gas works...

Collect. Capture.
Clean. Consume.

Collect
organic waste
from various

sources

Greenhouse gases
are captured

and converted into
renewable natural gas
that can be used in any

natural gas uses
Capture

greenhouse gases
from organic waste

Clean and condition
biogas for use in

existing infrastructure
and appliances

Consume
in homes,

businesses and
transportation

#RNG

Allow me to explain how
renewable natural gas works...



Renewable Natural Gas (RNG) is a clean,
affordable and reliable waste-derived fuel

that can be used to power homes,
businesses and even vehicles.

Every community in the world
produces waste. As that waste breaks down,

it emits methane, which is a naturally occurring,
but potent and harmful greenhouse gas (GHG)

RNG facilities capture this methane from
existing food waste, animal manure,

wastewater sludge and garbage, and redirect it
away from the environment, repurposing it

as a clean, green energy source.



LET'S BECOME RNG!



We are almost finished.
Ready to capture some

methane and convert it to
clean energy, team?



WOOHOO!

I think they are capturing the
methane escaping from us now

before it goes into the
atmosphere and converting it
into renewable natural gas!



We are being transported
through the gas system now!







HELP! MY KITTEN IS
TRAPPED IN A TREE!







Thank you to the fire department
for getting here so quickly!

You saved my kitten!



We did it!





Reduce, reuse and recycle
and for everything else RNG.

Everything has a purpose
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